HOW THIS WORKS – CHAPTER TWO
“HOW THIS WORKS” ended with a short few paragraphs about “GOOD, BETTER, BEST”; this CHAPTER TWO
expands on that idea.
In what follows, “UAWS” refers to “UNIFORM ADVERTISING WEEK SERVICES”, which is a service to
promote business through advertising as described in http://www.zcash.org/NEWS7004.pdf
There is a concept, fundamental to economic well-being, that is biblically expressed as “Let no man seek
his own, but every man another’s wealth.” (1 Corinthians 10:24)

In the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016 BUSINESS MODEL, this is contractually embodied
in the requirement for entities, which want to benefit (“BENEFIT RECEIVERS”), to
provide business referrals to INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS.
For example, how many taxing authorities, such as school districts, water districts, municipalities,
counties, states, and national governments in the world, need money?

A BENEFIT RECEIVER may introduce officials in those governmental entities to the
fact that the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016 BUSINESS MODEL can be used to generate
taxable business in their jurisdiction sufficient to provide their governmental
entities with funds to take care of ALL the governmental entities’ financial needs –
without the governmental entities incurring debt to be repaid!
For example, how many businesses continually buy items, with the required payments representing a
significant drain on income received?

A BENEFIT RECEIVER may introduce businesses’ purchasing departments to the fact
that, through INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS, they may purchase SUPER UAWS and
that they may resell the SUPER UAWS through the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016
BUSINESS MODEL before they contract to acquire the SUPER UAWS, to obtain an
income equal to 150% of the cost of the SUPER UAWS; thus, providing them profit
to offset payments they make for other items – which can effectively eliminate the
burden of paying for items purchased, as well as provide income through taxes to
governments of their jurisdictions!
For example, how many businesses would like to presell items for future delivery, setting aside the value
necessary to deliver the items, and use the profits to provide needed capital?

A BENEFIT RECEIVER may introduce businesses’ marketing and sales departments
to the fact that, through INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS, they may arrange to presell
items through the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016 BUSINESS MODEL; and, thus, obtain

any level of capitalization that may be approved, as well as provide income through
taxes to governments of their jurisdictions!
For example, how many businesses and governmental entities would like to have all costs related to
employment of personnel and benefits recovered?

A BENEFIT RECEIVER may introduce personnel departments and
recruiting/personnel-consulting firms to the fact that all such costs may be
recovered by the purchase/resell of SUPER UAWS and/or by the presell of items, as
described above.

So, what is “the catch”?
The saying “There is no free lunch!” is still true!
The TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016 BUSINESS MODEL allows for payments for the above to be provided by
UNITED STATES DOLLARS value (originating with TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC) to be deposited with entities
selected by TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, such as FIDES GESTION FINANCIERA, S.A. DE C.V. (“FIDES”), a private
financial firm in Monterey, N.L. Mexico.

Each request by a BENEFIT RECEIVER, which is to result in value being deposited
with FIDES, as well as each request to use said value in any subsequent transaction,
in addition to payment of any charges that may be made by FIDES, must be
accompanied by a business referral that chooses to purchase through an
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR, providing immediate payment to coordinates
stipulated by the vendor, UAWS valued at $10,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS, per
each $1 Million UNITED STATES DOLLARS or portion thereof involved in the
request; although a BENEFIT RECEIVER may choose to make the purchase of UAWS
as indicated, the plan is for the BENEFIT RECEIVER to qualify by referring other
business!
Transfer of value from FIDES to another institution may be accomplished by using the protocol
http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/INVAG.pdf

To execute the INVAG process, the receiving institution must agree to provide
loans to HOWSE SERVICES, INC or to a HOWSE surrogate, using collateral provided
by HOWSE SERVICES, INC; such as FIDES INTERNATIONAL BILLS OF EXCHANGE
ISSUED FOR PAYMENT on behalf of HOWSE, MEDIUM TERM NOTES OWNED BY
HOWSE, SECURITIES OWNED BY HOWSE, etc.

If not, the BENEFIT RECEIVER, in conjunction with an INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR, must use the collateral provided by HOWSE to obtain loans
elsewhere for HOWSE or for HOWSE surrogates.
For collateral owned by HOWSE:
See
http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/FORMAT%20OF%20INTER
NATIONAL%20BILL%20OF%20EXCHANGE%20TO%20MAKE%20PAYM
ENT.pdf … HOWSE has assets lodged with FIDES through which it can
cause UNITED STATES DOLLARS value to be deposited and used to
back these instruments.
See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/DOCS/docs.html
HOWSE can use its assets to support the issuing of MTN by any entity
that may be approved by FIDES and to be purchased by HOWSE.
To view NVC FUND TRUST a password is required and authorities or
approved institutions may obtain the password through an
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR… but the certified value already
purchased by HOWSE is in excess of $100 Billion UNITED STATES
DOLLARS with a rating of AAA.
Proceeds from loans made to HOWSE or to surrogates are to be used to
immediately provide funds to the BENEFIT RECEIVER in exchange for value
deposited with FIDES; and, in conjunction with additional asset value provided by
HOWSE, to undertake investments acceptable to HOWSE to repay the loans.
BENEFIT RECEIVERS and INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS are responsible for
identifying and structuring loans and investments acceptable to HOWSE, with FIDES
functioning as “Closing Bank” and as agent for HOWSE.

In short, HOWSE assets may be used in business structures to
provide funds to be exchanged for value deposited with FIDES;
which is already being done with various entities.
Once exchanged, value deposited with FIDES shall be deleted from FIDES ledgers, and continuing
investment income shall be allocated to pay for ADVERTISING CREDITS as per the terms of outstanding
associated REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS.

Selected investments might be:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Contracts with professional financial trading organizations
Real estate developments that are to be presold
Energy projects to provide continuing income
Food production projects to provide continuing income
Mining projects to provide continuing income
Technology projects to provide continuing income
Advertising services purchases and resales to provide continuing income
Etc.

